Introduction

The decline in mortality from cardiovascular diseases is one of the success stories in the most developed countries in the second half of the 20th century. Although the mortality of cardiovascular diseases as well as coronary heart diseases has been halved in the last fifty years, it still remains the leading cause of death in developed countries (Wilkins, E. et al. 2017). Moreover, national health policies will face challenges in the future as the prevalence and costs of these diseases will probably increase due to ageing.

Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is one of the most important cardiovascular diseases and this cause of death has no geographical, spatial, gender or social limit (Harper, K. and Armelagos, G. 2010). National health care systems have to provide reasonable access to cardiac care for all citizens regardless of age, gender, race, socio-economic status or place of residence. However, a growing number of studies have shown that signifi-
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cant inequalities may exist within cardiac care, especially in relation to access to invasive cardiac care (cardiac catheterization) as well as cardiac rehabilitation care following an AMI case (Hassan, A. et al. 2009; Aso, S. et al. 2011). Some of these studies demonstrated the important role of geographical distance in access to cardiac catheterization facilities (Patel, A.B. et al. 2007).

Buchmueller, T.C. et al. (2006) pointed out that increasing distances from hospitals resulted in higher death rates from heart attacks, and Seidel, J.E. et al. (2004) gave evidence that patients living farther from cardiac catheterization centres had lower adjusted rates of cardiac catheterization. Some authors came to the conclusion that although cardiac catheterization (percutaneous coronary intervention, PCI) as the part of invasive cardiac care could reduce mortality, enabling discharged patients to restore their health, but return to the society is still a public health problem to be solved in the current situation due to the inadequate rehabilitation (Kjær, T. and Gyrd-Hansen, D. 2008). Other studies pointed out how delay times for call medical help (decision time) reduced long-term survival chance (Yonemoto, N. et al. 2018). There are many studies which show that socio-economic status can also influence access to cardiac care. For example, Alter, D.A. et al. (1999) demonstrated that increases in neighbourhood income could increase in rates of cardiac catheterization following an AMI. Similarly, Rodrigues, E.J. et al. (2002) established marked regional variation in rates of cardiac procedures in patients who experienced an AMI in the province of Quebec, Canada.

While it is becoming increasingly evident that inequalities exist in access to cardiac care, relatively little is known regarding the effect of spatiality. Identifying and determining the geographical distribution of acute myocardial infarction and spatial analysis of cardiac care contributes significantly to improving health care interventions focusing on creative, novel initiatives (Seghieri, C. et al. 2019).

The main aim of this study is to analyse the spatial aspects of mortality of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) and determine the pattern of cardiac care regarding AMI geographical distribution in Hungary at micro-regional level. We assumed that spatial accessibility to cardiac care services would vary considerably among micro-regional units. On the other hand, micro-regional units with relatively better availability do not show up better accessibility as well. The specific objectives of this study are as follows:

1. to examine the potential geographical accessibility to cardiac care services across Hungarian micro-regions to identify underservices or poorly served geographical locations;
2. to investigate the differences between spatial characteristics of availability and accessibility;
3. to unfold the role of decision-making in the association of poor accessibility with shortage of health care services.

**Theoretical background: in the light of accessibility, availability and spatiality**

Access to health care is generally defined as access to a health service or a health provider, thus, defined as the opportunity with which consumers or communities are able to use appropriate services in proportion to their needs (Daniels, N. 1982; Whitehead, M. 1992). It is also defined as the use of health care, qualified by need for care (Waters, H.R. 2000). Here, access may be conceived as the interface between potential users and health care resources, and would be influenced by characteristics of those who supply as well as those who utilise the services (Penchansky, R. and Thomas, W.J. 1981). It can describe potential users’ ability to use health care services when and where they are needed in time and in space (Aday, L.A. and Andersen, R.A. 1974). Availability can help to define the supply of services in relation to needs – whether there are adequate services to meet the healthcare needs (Penchansky, R. and Thomas, W.J. 1981).
There is a growing body of literature devoted to measuring and understanding geographical patterns of health care as well as health outcomes (Cromley, E.K. and McLafferty, S.L. 2011; Skinner, J. 2012). According to Penchansky, R. and Thomas, W.J. (1981) accessibility refers to the geographic availability to health care such as travel distance, time and cost (e.g. affordability of transportation). Both accessibility and availability refer to the spatial interaction between the geographical locations of health care services and population in need (Ye, H. 2016). These constructs such as accessibility, availability, spatiality as geographical locations, thus, should be considered as interrelated. Access to health care, especially when used to reflect on health inequalities, should look at the resource allocation in relation to social and health needs as well as looking at geographical distribution of services linked to measures of needs and access (Braveman, P.A. 2003; Levesque, J.F. et al. 2013). Therefore, it is necessary to take into account spatial factors (e.g. geographical location, travel distance) as well as non-spatial factors (e.g. socio-economic status, gender, age) simultaneously, which are interrelated to each other and influence as critical barriers access to health care. The term spatial accessibility is used to refer to the combination of availability, acceptability, appropriateness, affordability of health demand and supply (Gulliford, M. et al. 2002; Samuels, G. 2005; Shah, T.I. et al. 2016). In addition to differences in patients’ needs, spatial accessibility may be due to characteristics related to the health care system (demand and supply drivers), including the volume and distribution of human, physical and financial resources (Brezzi, M. and Luongo, P. 2016).

It is clear that health care resources are not evenly distributed over space. There are significant differences between urban and rural areas, and even in cities socio-economically disadvantaged neighbourhoods tend to have relatively poor access to health care (McIntyre, D. et al. 2009; Wilkinson, R. and Pickett, K. 2010; Marmot, M. 2015). While many study have focused on increasing accessibility problems among countries and within a country, there is hardly any research on access to health care services on the local level.

Many researches have demonstrated that increased travel distance to health care services resulted in decreased utilization of those services and therefore increased health inequalities (Sibley, L.M. and Glazier, R.H. 2009). Other studies also confirm that the supply of health care service may influence access and use. A better supply of health care in a neighbourhood guarantees reduced travel distances, which encourages more frequent visits and helps patients maintaining better health. For example, Andersen, R.M. (1995) found a positive correlation between the number of federally qualified health centres available and the likelihood of having a usual source of care. Thus, the disparity in the geographic distribution of health care services is of great concern (Ye, H. 2016).

Accessibility of health care services is a key dimension in health inequality. Here the concept of ‘health care access’ is inherently multi-dimensional integrating both spatial and non-spatial factors. It is also linked to the theory of fundamental causes: the consequences of social stratification and structural inequalities can result health inequalities and not exposure to intermediary risk factors (Link, B.G. and Phelan, J. 1995).

Data and methods

In the study we used a systematic approach to identify socio-spatial consequences of policy interventions aimed to improve accessibility in the cardiac care of acute myocardial infarction of Hungary.

Our approach followed the guidance of explanatory sequential design in mixed methods (Tariq, S. and Woodman, J. 2013; Wisdom, J. and Creswell, J.W. 2013). We collected qualitative data in two steps to test quantitative findings with the following aims (Figure 1):

1. the aim of an initial quantitative analysis phase was to measure socio-spatial inequali-
ties of mortality data at local level (as micro-regional units) in acute myocardial infarction, followed by

2. a qualitative data collection phase built directly on the results of the quantitative phase with the aim of studying personal experiences of local health care stakeholders and national health policy-makers on accessibility and availability of cardiac care.

In this way, the quantitative results have been explained in more detail through the qualitative data.

The primary objective of our quantitative analysis was to create a typical spatial framework of selecting socio-spatial variables and to explore spatial patterns in mortality of Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) at micro-regional level. The complex methodology of Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) was used to select the appropriate quantitative ways to analysis the nature of the spatial pattern of AMI mortality data. Using the ESDA tool allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the connection between spatial distribution of AMI mortality data and different socio-spatial variables (e.g. Ord, J.K. and Getis, A. 1995; Kelejian, H.H. and Prucha, I.R. 2010):

Principal Component Analysis (PCA): the method is a structure exploration method that is often used to create socio-economic indicators. The aim of PCA is to explore the relationships between several indicators, and join them in one or more factors. With the PCA we join six socio-economic indicators into a deprivation factor, applying Varimax rotation. The magnitude of the factor value shows the degree of deprivation.

Application of Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA): Spatial Regression Analysis: if spatial dependence can also be experienced in case of analysed variables, the traditional estimation techniques (e.g. OLS: Ordinary Least Squares) cannot be applied. However, it is always necessary to use the results of OLS as a reference value. The examination of spatial dependence was done with Spatial Durbin Model (SDM).

a) Ordinary Least Squares method – OLS:

\[ y = X\beta + \epsilon \]

b) Spatial Durbin Model – SDM:

\[ y = X\beta + pWy + WX\Theta + \epsilon \]

Explanation of the formulas: \( y \) is the vector of the values of the dependent variables, \( X \) is the vector of the values of the independent variables, \( \beta \) is the parameter vector for these explanatory variables, and \( \epsilon \) is a vector of independent error probabilities with the same probability distribution. \( W \) is spatial weight matrix, \( \rho \) is spatial autoregressive coefficient, \( \Theta \) is the parameter for spatially lagged values of explanatory variables. In this case, \( W \) as spatial weight matrix is based on queen matrix with first order of contiguity. It means, districts are neighbours of each other if their have common border. SDM is useful, because it defines the neighbouring values of result variables as well as explanatory variables which points to the exact existence of spatial interactions and neighbourhood effects.

Autoregressive coefficient cannot be applied directly in SDM rather than in OLS, because there are direct and indirect effects (LeSage, J. and Pace, R.K. 2009). Direct effects show the effect of explanatory variables for the given geographical location. Indirect show the spatial effect of explanatory variables as an ‘neighbourhood effect’ according to neighbouring matrix (Elhorst, J.P. 2014).

Fig. 1. Using explanatory sequential design in mixed methods
Likelihood ratio tests autoregressive coefficient reliability, the Breusch–Pagan test is for heteroskedasticity, and the Multicollinearity Condition Number tests the co-movement of the involved explanatory variables, the redundancy of the dataset. The performance of the regression equations was evaluated by the R2, the pseudo R2, the Akaike information criterion and log likelihood.

**Convergence tests:** Change of AMI mortality was calculated with the help of absolute and conditional β-convergence. According to the absolute β-convergence model, there is a negative relationship between the initial level of a variable and its rate of growth (e.g. AMI mortality), and, thus, the individual regions converge towards a common equilibrium (Barro, R.J. and Sala-i-Martin, X. 1990; Goli, S. et al. 2019). According to the conditional convergence, growth rates are influenced not only by the initial state but also by other factors, thus, the equilibrium state may vary depending on these factors (Janssen, F. et al. 2016).

a) Absolute convergence:

\[ \Delta \ln y_i = \alpha + \beta \ln y_{i,0} + \varepsilon, \]  

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the unknown parameters in the equation, \( \varepsilon \) represents the effect of the random factor.

b) Conditional convergence:

\[ \Delta \ln y_i = \alpha + \beta \ln y_{i,0} + yz_{i,0} + \varepsilon, \]  

where the new parameter \( z \) to the right of the equation indicates different characteristics of the districts (e.g. deprivation).

**Spatial autocorrelation:** we analysed spatial concentrations of AMI deaths and their changes with the help of this method. Hot spot analysis and the use of the Getis-Ord \( G^*_i \) statistic identified statistically significant hot and cold spots (clusters).

\[ G^*_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij} d_j}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{M} d_j^2} \sqrt{M \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij}^2 - (\sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij})^2} \sqrt{M-1}} \]  

Explanation of the formula: \( M \) is the number of area units examined, \( w_{ij} \) stands for the \( i \) and \( j \) elements of the neighbourhood matrix, the numerator indicates the sum of the \( d_j \) values weighted by the \( i \)-th row of the neighbourhood matrix, and the values in the denominator serve for standardization (Getis, A and Ord, J.K. 1992). Calculations and visualization of the results were realized with SPSS for Windows 25, ArcMap 10.5 and GeoDaSpace and R Program.

Acute myocardial infarction statistics were based on International Classification of Diseases 11th Revision (ICD) such as I21–I23 diagnosis codes. AMI mortality data was based on standardized death rate (SDR) by gender per 100,000 between 2005 and 2015 at micro-regional level (LAU 1). ICD diagnosis codes mean the following:

- I21 – Case of acute myocardial infarction;
- I22 – Subsequent case of AMI;
- I23 – Certain current complications following acute myocardial infarction (within the 28 days period).

Standardized death rate per 100,000 is officially publishing by gender, so it can be used only in gender aspect. Standardized death rate of AMI per 100,000 can be used only by gender, because arithmetic average cannot be calculated from male and female SDR. AMI SDR data base is based on 30 days mortality rates.

The number of micro-regional units in Hungary was 174 without 23 districts of Budapest. We did not consider Budapest’s districts in our analysis, because health care services have better availability in the city which could have distorted the final results. Due to the small number and annual variation of district-level mortality, two periods and four-year averages were used in the convergence analyses (between 2005 and 2008, and between 2012 and 2015). That is, the quantitative part consists of a regression analysis based on ESDA on micro-regional data from the countryside over two multi-year periods (sample size of 2 x 175).

AMI mortality data contain only demographic variables (gender, age), but there is no further information on patient’s socio-
economic circumstances. In our analysis, an index of deprivation was used to give comprehensive information about connection between AMI mortality data and spatial distribution of poverty at micro-regional level. This variable was included as a control factor in the convergence analyses, because some authors correlate cardiovascular mortality with distance to a health care service (e.g. catheter centre) as an explanatory variable and a compound measure of poverty (‘deprivation’) as a control variable (e.g. Nagy, Cs. et al. 2011; Boruzs, K. et al. 2018). In the regressions, deprivation allows for some additional spatial correlation between the observations. The deprivation index adjusted to the socio-economic characteristics of AMI patients was operationalised by Koós, B. (2015) using the following indicators:

- Ageing-index (proportion of population under 15 against 60+ within population);
- Ratio of households with only unemployed and inactive person(s);
- Unemployment rate (proportion in economically active population);
- Personal income tax per capita;
- Ratio of apartments without comfort;
- Ratio of those with only secondary education.

Availability was defined as spatial/geographical distance from different health care services (e.g. cardiac catheterization). In this case, distance was measured by road in km between residence (geographical centre of the given district) and geographical location of the examined health care service.

Access to health care was defined as access to catheter centre (PCI centre) in statistical analysis, because this type of intervention means a modern cardiological care which can increase short-term survival chance. This is the main reason why we interpret the role of catheter centre in AMI mortality as the distance between residence and catheter centre. On the other hand, access to health care was also defined as access to rehabilitation care as well as primary health care in the semi-structured interviews to analyse the personal opinion of respondents. Access to rehabilitation care as well as primary health care cannot be measured in statistical analysis, because of lack of suitable spatial data. The official source of data was the Hungarian Central Statistical Office and its Population Census database (2011), and the National Institute for Health Development.

The initial quantitative analysis helped us:

1. to select the local case study areas for qualitative research,
2. to work out the scopes and structure of interviews which could complete the results of the quantitative analysis,
3. to elaborate the structure of semi-structured interviews with local health care stakeholders (on the one hand with local health care professionals/workers and on the other with patients diagnosed with AMI),
4. to select common guidelines for the two types of semi-structured interviews in order to be able to compare their results,
5. to elaborate the pattern of expert interviews with national policy-makers,
6. to work out general criteria to evaluate and synthesize experiences of the interviews with special focus on the role of geographical distance in accessibility.

The local case study area was one of Hungary’s counties called Békés. We have chosen this county because results of our statistical analysis confirmed the paradoxical health situation of this county according to AMI mortality as well as other health indicators. The initial point of the analysis was that the new centre of cardiac catheterization was inaugurated in 2013 in the county, however, a slight worsening in AMI mortality could be experienced in the following few years. AMI mortality rate has also been high in both genders compared to other Hungarian counties. Moreover, high rate of AMI mortality reflects the general worse mortality structure of the county. The average life expectancy at birth in Békés county was one year less than the country average in 2019. In this county 55 per cent of total mortality is due to cardiovascular diseases, which is also higher than the national average (Beke, Sz. 2019).

Semi-structured interviews with local health care stakeholders were prepared in
two steps between April and June in 2018. The primary aim was to examine personal experiences of individuals on barriers in access to cardiac care services. For instance, determinative individual (e.g. health behaviour) and institutional (e.g. supply standards) factors which had effects on access to cardiac care.

Firstly, altogether 24 semi-structured interviews were prepared with relevant cardiac care stakeholders such as cardiologist, internist, ambulance doctor, nurse, nutritionist, psychologist, physiotherapist etc. These interviews provided insights about the professional features of organizing cardiac care at local level. Secondly, altogether 29 semi-structured interviews were made with patients who had at least once acute myocardial infarction in their lifetime. Questions during the semi-structured interviews were addressed to define local difficulties and opportunities in access to cardiac care services from the patients’ point of view. All questions were classified according to different phases of cardiac care such as pre-hospital, hospitalization and post-hospital care.

After the transcription of semi-structured interviews, the personal experiences were synthesized to explain the role of geographical distance in accessibility. These synthesized experiences provided the basis for expert interviews which aimed to unfold the role of national health policy in improving accessibility. Altogether 21 expert interviews were conducted with policy-makers, national health care providers and health policy advisers between February and July in 2019. The aim of expert interviews was to evaluate the effects of health policies in terms of improving the conditions of accessibility. The expertise of interviewees’ skills included all level of health care, health promotion and disease management as well.

Research results: spatial inequality in the care of Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI)

The number of deaths caused by diseases of circulatory system was 64,695, the number of deaths caused by ischaemic heart diseases was 31,828, while mortality caused by AMI was 5,758 in Hungary in 2018 (Hungarian Myocardial Infarction Registry 2019). In the past years, AMI deaths generally caused nearly one fifth of all circulatory system mortality. Hospital treatment due to AMI was 15.082 in 2018, 38 per cent of them was ending with deaths (Jánosi, A. 2019). The main problem in Hungary is the lack of significant improvement in one-year mortality in contrast to the 30 days mortality following AMI (Mérték Review, 2017).

The decrease of AMI (acute myocardial infarction) caused mortality rate started from the mid-2000s in Hungary, and between 2005 and 2015, mortality rate halved. The improvement affected both genders, and it was greater among men, however, still nearly twice as many men get a heart attack than women (Uzzoli, A. et al. 2019a). Frequency of myocardial infarction is highest among elderly (60+), though in recent years there was a slight increase in younger age groups as well (e.g. over 40 years).

One explanation for the improving mortality situation in Hungary is that due to infrastructural developments, from the mid-2000s new PCI centres (centre for catheterization) have been created in the country, and the capacity of already existing centres has been increased, therefore, accessibility to care has also been improved (Kiss, A. et al. 2019). Through health investment, the proportion of patients receiving cardiac catheter care nearly doubled between 2005 and 2015, which improved short-term survival chances.

Results of the statistical analysis

We applied quantitative methods to examine the potential geographical accessibility to cardiac care services across Hungarian micro-regional units to identify underservices or poorly served geographical locations.

In the principal component analysis, the deprivation index calculation resulted in a principal component. Indicators that interpret deprivation are suitable for principal component analysis, showing adequate match and information density (Table 1).
According to our indicators, in the districts with high unemployment rate the proportion of households with only unemployed persons and the share of homes without comfort are higher, just like the proportion of the population under the age of 15 per population over 60 per 100 persons. Thus, a higher principal component value is accompanied by a higher value of the deprivation index.

The geographical pattern of the deprivation index presents the most important features of socio-spatial inequalities within Hungary that are characterized by Western-Eastern and Centre-Periphery relations (Figure 2). The spatial pattern of AMI mortality shows many similarities. As Figure 3 shows higher AMI mortality rates are recorded in areas that are most affected by deprivation.

There is a poor to moderate positive but strongly significant relationship between AMI mortality rate and deprivation index \(r = +0.352, p < 0.000\). Deprivation and AMI mortality is high in the eastern part of the country, mainly in border areas. However, in the economically most advanced Budapest metropolitan region low deprivation comes also with high AMI mortality. In the southwestern part of the country the level of deprivation is relatively high, but AMI mortality is low. Significant spatial dependence can be observed for both investigated indicators caused by neighbourhood effects.

Only the relevant spatial regression results are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Spatial All regression calculation results indicate that there is a definite convergence. This phenomenon applies to all models both in the absolute (OLS model 1) supplemented by spatiality (SDM model 1) and in the conditional (OLS model 2 and SDM model 3) convergence equations supplemented with structural features (Tables 2 and 3). It is based on negative regression coefficient of initial AMI mortality. It means, higher initial AMI mortality goes together with lower level of increasing with the result of more significant decreasing of AMI mortality in the examined period. The reverse is also true: lower initial AMI mortality goes together with higher level of increasing with the result of less significant decreasing of AMI mortality in the examined period.

The deprivation index behaves significantly in these models, with the control of other variables the phenomenon of deprivation increases the mortality rate of infarction. The distance from cardiac catheter centres is a relevant control factor in regression analysis. The longer distant is a district from a PCI cardiac catheter centre, the less convergence it is.

It is important to emphasize that both in absolute and in conditional convergence analysis the spatial lag of AMI change is relevant \((p)\), that is, the neighbouring values of the dependent variable affect the change of the AMI mortality in each district. That is, the neighbourhood effect is decisive in the spatial inequalities in AMI mortality.

Table 3 exactly shows the effects of explanatory variables. Based on SDM 1, in those dis-
Fig. 2. The spatial pattern of deprivation index at micro-regional level in Hungary (2012–2015).

Fig. 3. Standardised death rate of acute myocardial infarction per 100,000 at micro-regional level in Hungary (entire population, 2012–2015).
tricts where AMI mortality is high there is more significant improvement, which means that convergence is existing. The results of SDM 1 also present that AMI mortality is significant in neighbouring districts. It means in the vicinity of those districts where AMI mortality is higher the convergence is also more significant. SDM 1 highlights that districts with similar AMI mortality rates are spatially concentrated, and the convergence is appeared more concentrated in Hungary. SDM 2 presents these spatial effects more sophisticated. One of main results shows the significant spatial concentration in the initial of AMI mortality as well as in its changes. Other result shows that deprivation has only local effect on AMI mortality and it has not got spatial effect on neighbouring districts. It is also valid for the role of distance from cardiac catheter centres, because it has got only indirect spatial effect on AMI mortality rates (see Table 3 Total column). The fact is that initial AMI mortality rates of districts influence the convergence in Hungary.

The application of spatial autocorrelation method proved that spatiality is primarily an explanatory factor for spatial inequalities in AMI mortality through neighbourhood ef-

### Table 2. Absolute and conditional B-convergence studies of AMI mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>OLS (1)</th>
<th>SDM (1)</th>
<th>OLS (2)</th>
<th>SDM (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial AMI SDR</td>
<td>-0.210***</td>
<td>-0.184***</td>
<td>-0.200***</td>
<td>-0.174***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.042*</td>
<td>0.048*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.272***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.220***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.105)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Θ initial AMI SDR</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.199*</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.233***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Θ deprivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Θ distance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.570***</td>
<td>1.527***</td>
<td>0.438**</td>
<td>1.470***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.213)</td>
<td>(0.525)</td>
<td>(0.216)</td>
<td>(0.522)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 174
AIC: 25.370 20.996 22.951 21.924
LogL: -8.685 -1.498 -5.476 2.038
R2 Adjusted: 0.186 0.275 0.229 0.349
Moran test / LM residual auto. test: 0.134*** 0.048 0.121** 0.858

Explanation: Estimation of all models is based on row standardized queen matrix with first order of contiguity. Standard errors are in parenthesis. p = spatial autoregressive coefficient; Θ = the parameter for spatially lagged values of explanatory variables; Moran test and LM residual auto. test = for spatial autocorrelation of standard errors; Breusch-Pagan test is for hetero-skedasticity. *Significant on 0.10%, **on 0.05%, ***on 0.01%.

### Table 3. Direct and indirect effects of Spatial Durbin Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDM (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial AMI SDR</td>
<td>-0.198***</td>
<td>-0.327**</td>
<td>-0.525***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDM (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial AMI SDR</td>
<td>-0.186***</td>
<td>-0.336***</td>
<td>-0.521***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprivation</td>
<td>0.048*</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation: Standard errors are in parenthesis. *Significant on 0.10%, **on 0.05%, ***on 0.01%.
fects. The role of distance is more closely related to the geographical location of cardiac catheter centres and vacant GP services. It is also important to emphasize that traditional socio-economical peripheries function in opposite directions when spatially distributed. In the disadvantaged south-western part of the country it can be observed that in the case of men in the early period of survey cold spot neighbourhoods became hot spot neighbourhoods that is there was a deterioration in the situation between 2005 and 2008, and 2012 and 2015 (Figure 4). In the underdeveloped north-eastern part of the country, the initial high hot spot AMI mortality for women comes along with a very favourable trend in the future. For both genders in the most developed capital agglomeration unfavourable-high AMI mortality rate- neighbourhood spatial extension occurred between 2005 and 2008, and 2012 and 2015. The unfavourable change in female AMI mortality in the south-eastern neighbourhood is striking: that is the reason why this region (Békés county) has become the pilot area of the qualitative case study (Figure 5).

According to Voss, P.R. et al. (2006), the explanation of spatiality can stem from several reasons. On the one hand, individuals, households, communities are in interaction with one another, influence each other. On the other hand, according to grouping forces, groups with similar social status choose to live close to one another. Thirdly, according to grouping responses, individuals with similar characteristics react to external forces in a similar way.

Results of semi-structured interviews with stakeholders of local health care system

We conducted semi-structured interviews with patients and health care professionals at the local level to investigate the differences between spatial contexts of availability and accessibility.

The main questions of semi-structured interviews were the following:
– What spatial characteristics help or hinder access to health care at local level?
– How are patient journeys organized in infarction care at the local level, and what possibilities, and/or barriers do they mean for the patients?
– What is the role of availability at local level in access to cardiac care of infarction?

Based on subjective opinion of interviews with health care professionals and patients, the paradoxical misperception of availability and accessibility could be found. We discuss here only those findings that relate to the evaluation of this paradoxical situation by emphasizing the role of spatial/geographical factors.

Geographical proximity does not necessarily mean more favourable conditions in accessibility. Interviews confirmed that availability is a primary influencing factor in accessibility conditions, however, its supporting or barrier role in accessibility manifests itself diversely in the different stages of infarction care. The supporting or barrier effect of availability primarily prevails in geographical distance.

In the stage of pre-hospital care, the spatial optimization of emergency care resulted in the improvement of availability on local level. Nevertheless, it does not involve the improvement in conditions of accessibility, because due to the low level of patients’ health literacy, they delay for a long time asking for medical assistance after the first symptoms of infarction.

Hospitalization contributes differently to the role of availability in the improvement or blocking of accessibility. Acute care (cardiac catheter care) is centralized, it means a clear patient pathway, which is based on a horizontal professional cooperation (between the rescue/emergency unit and cardiac catheter centre). Consequently, the establishment of cardiac catheter centre as an infrastructural investment improved both availability and accessibility on local level. It mainly means a short-term (30 days) improvement of survival chances. In contrast, in hospital rehabilitation care availability appears to be as a barrier factor for accessibility. Interviews made with health care professionals indicated, that on the one hand, approximately 30 per cent of
Fig. 4. Male standardized death rate of acute myocardial infarction per 100,000 and its spatial clusters at micro-regional level in Hungary.
Fig. 5. Female standardized death rate of acute myocardial infarction per 100,000 and its spatial clusters at micro-regional level in Hungary.
patients receive rehabilitation after infarction, and on the other hand, despite the inauguration of the local new cardiac catheter centre, there was an increase in the one-year mortality rate in recent years. Patient interviews confirmed that many patients refused rehabilitation in order to return to work faster, therefore, those residing nearer to the rehabilitation centre will not use health care service.

In post-hospital care, the role of the general practitioner and specialist care provision is determinative. Both provision levels are seriously affected by the lack of capacity (unfilled general practitioner's service, lack of specialist). Therefore, there is frequently no close professional cooperation between neighbouring areas (lack of integrated health care). Due to the poor road conditions, insufficient public transport, and the lack of resources (own car), patients can hardly reach neighbouring districts' health care. It means a long travelling time and/or higher cost to them.

In addition, the efficiency of rehabilitation and post-rehabilitation care depends on patient education and on health literacy. Especially in peripheral areas, for those living in small villages, the conditions for prevention and care for a healthy lifestyle are less insured (near-patient services). The long-term survival chances after infarction depend on the professional content of medical instructions, the willingness to take medication, and the success of lifestyle change. It was also mentioned in interviews that responsibility of local health care professionals such as general practitioners and specialists is significant in long-term survival chance. The lack of local opportunities to support this latter, their limited availability is determinative in urban-rural proportion. Local conditions, social norms and habits of healthy lifestyle are different in cities and villages. Given the significant socio-economic inequalities in Hungary the importance of health behaviour is one of determinants in health outcomes.

According to the unanimous opinion of the interviewed health care professionals and patients, the factors that most support accessibility are related to the improvement of availability, the infrastructural investments, and to the development of patient-centred health care (Uzzoli, A. et al. 2019b). It was also unanimously stated that factors that are the main barrier to accessibility are distance, lack of financial resources, difficulties of lifestyle change, weak compliance, low level of health knowledge and lack of capacities (Figure 6).

Results of the in-depth interviews with experts

We made in-depth interviews with experts to find out the role of decision-making in the association of poor accessibility with shortage of health care services.

The main group of questions of interviews were the following:

- What contradictions have emerged in the operation, organization and financing of the Hungarian health care system after the change of regime?
- What are the main causes and factors of socio-spatial disparities in health inequalities in Hungary?
- What is the role of decision-making in reducing health inequalities and improving accessibility in Hungary?

In-depth interviews with experts highlighted the paradoxical role of availability and accessibility in policy making. Accessibility barriers to health care are linked mainly to financial, availability and socio-cultural barriers. Increasing lack of capacity and workforce in healthcare system has led to new types of inequalities in
Hungary, resulting in a widening health gap between the upper and lower deciles of society.

The place of residence in itself is one of the relevant factors of health inequalities and conditions of accessibility: its explanatory power multiplies with existing socio-economic and socio-cultural disadvantages. It is partly a matter of value choice that in health policy making to what extent cost-effectiveness and/or social justice efforts are pursued.

Interventions to reduce health inequalities and improve accessibility should focus on areas where the greatest social benefits (i.e. health gains) can be achieved. Community-based development and patient-centred care play a key role in rehabilitation, health promotion and disease prevention. However, in areas affected by deprivation, improving availability does not necessarily mean improving accessibility. In underprivileged areas ‘social distance’ is increasing between patients and health services because deprivation is a barrier factor to accessibility. In such cases, subjective evaluation of distance does not refer to physical availability, but rather to the conditions of accessibility worsened by social barriers.

Conclusions

In this study, we examined the spatial dimensions of availability and accessibility in health care provision. More specifically we analysed the connection between deprivation and mortality rate of AMI, while the role of availability and accessibility in mortality rate was identified according to spatial distribution of cardiac care services. We used different quantitative and qualitative research methods to determine the role of spatial factors (e.g. place of residence, geographical distance, physical availability etc.) in access to health care. We also wanted to shed light on the paradoxical situation between the objective and the subjective factors of availability and accessibility. Main research findings are the following:

- Geographical proximity does not necessarily mean better conditions in accessibility, and stronger professional cooperation between health services;
- Availability is more a determining factor in accessibility based on patients’ opinions as statistical calculations have shown;
- According to the unanimous opinion of health care stakeholders (professionals and patients), the factors that most support accessibility are related to the improvement of availability, investments in infrastructure and the provision of patient-centred care. This finding is in agreement with a number of previous studies (Buzai, G. 2013; Illés, S. and Gellértné Lukács, É. 2016).

The subjective perception of the accessibility of health care institutions highlighted that patients’ use of out-of-home services delays rehabilitation because of their long travel time and reduces their willingness to participate in long-term care.

Based on the regional distribution of AMI mortality and the availability and accessibility of features of infarction care, there is a lack of community-based developments in Hungarian strategic health plans. Improvements in accessibility have mainly affected acute cardiac care in recent years, but have also failed to improve access to rehabilitation care.

Our study also has some limitations. Based on in-patient care data, we were not able to compile a morbidity database that could have been comparable with mortality database. We could not make a difference between AMI STEMI and Non-STEMI cases in mortality statistics, although, it has significance in cardiac rehabilitation. In practice, there are some cases when the catheterization is not initiated due to other factors (comorbidity, age), and these cases are not discernible in statistics. Patients’ socio-economic status could only be indirectly predicted from statistical data. Interviews with patients could not be extended to relatives, although they play a key role in the success of long-term lifestyle changes, i.e. in long-term survival chances. Despite these limitations, this study provides a methodologically complex perspective on examining accessibility with its spatial factors.
Our findings also suggest that geographical aspects of health inequalities as well as access to health care should receive more attention in health development strategies. Geographical location similarly to geographical distance has primarily role in health inequalities as well as in accessibility.

Firstly, geographical concentration of health care institutions may influence availability with the result of complex disadvantages of peripheral regions.

Secondly, geographical distance has a relative role based on objective and subjective factors. Objectively, it should not appear as barrier in availability based on an optimal resource allocation. Subjectively, geographical location is at a longer distance from health care institutions means more barriers in accessibility and availability based on patients’ evaluation.

Thirdly, the role of geographical distance seems to appear as a challenge for local population living in inner and geographical peripheries or in border area lines. Fourthly, in peripheral regions with small villages hit by deprivation patient-centred health care – especially in prevention and health promotion as the part of primary health care – is missing or has many weaknesses.

Finally, typical spatial pattern of health inequalities in Hungary (Western-Eastern gradient, core-periphery relation) can influence regional distribution of material and human resources in health care.
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